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In a recent article. Corho (1976) has shown that the approxi atio'1
suggested by Knenta (1967) for the C ES production function also f)rO-
tides a good approximation to Bruno's 'LS function However the
Kmenta approximation cannot he justified for all YES production func-
tions' and. in fact, the more widely known \'ES form developed by
Revankar (1971) and Sato and Hoffman (I 96) has an entirely different
Taylor series expansion associated with it. This suggests that it is possibly
to discriminate between this particular V ES lunction and the C ES func-
tion on the basis of their Taylor series approximations. In this paper it is
shown how this max' be done statisticalh h\ means of the Pesaran test and
the comprehensive classical F test: see Pesaran (1974). The probabilities
of arriving at correct decisions by these procedures are then computed for
a particular set of data on capital and labour, and a comparison het een
the tests is made.

2. APPROXIMATIONS TO CES AI) VES PROmcnoN FcNc1ioNs

The CES production function is:

(I) Q = y[(l -. ô)L ± 3A'

tthere Q is output, K s capital, L is labour and - . and v are parani-
eters. On dividing through h- L and taking logarithms the rather more
convenient formulation

'i.orho 1976. p. 66)appcars in inipis that all Vt-S Iurlct!oIl hae iniil.ir proprtie.
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li q kg + (v l)loe I. log(l + /k
in hich q = Q/L and A = K/I. i obtained.

'l'he approxirnarion suecesled h Kmenta invoiv c:ir
aI aylor serie\ i'xp around q - () to \ kid

log q iou iv - I) io 1. * rio A 0.5 i'ia(l )1Ioe A 2

The l3ru no prod net ion lu ii ut ion is:

Q = - (I r)/. "L'1m
As Corho Shows a Ta br series expansion kr (4) iek1s an cxprecsk)iihavini exactly the same form as the K rnenta appro\iiii2,) loll.
this :s perhaps not too surprisinu since the ('ES lunetion is a Special caseof the Bruno function. It is ohtaned from the I3runo fiNiclion h settingin = 0 and hence ( ) may he regarded as being 'nested' within (4). Onthe other hand the Cl'S function is not nested v ithiri the

Sato_IboithianReva n kar V ES function.

Q = yk '[L (p I)k
This function only reduces to the ('ES lorni when the parameter i. in theCES function takes certain specific values. For example if' = 0 in e((uation (1) the Cobb-Douglas function is obtained, and (5) reduces to the
Cobb-Douglas form when p I.

Dividing the Sato-Hofl'niaii/ Revankar function through h L andtaking logarithms gives the equation:

logq = logy + (v - l)logI. + i'(l - p)logk

+ tôplogf I + (p l)kj,
A Taylor series expansion around p I then yields

log q logy + (,' I )iog L + i'(l p)bog k + v1J(p I )k.

Thus a term in k replaces the term in [log A j2 in the Kmenta approxinia.tion. if data on A' and L are available
a regressiorl3 run on the basis olequal ion (7) will give indircci estimates of all four parameters, v. andp, in the VES function

Furthermore the hypothesis that the appropriatefunctional form is Cobb-Douglas may he tested by a res of significance onthe regression Coefficient of' A. This is analogotis to the test based on the

2M /on (1974) gIves a eneraI disu1011 til (he colicepi of FIesied t) poitleses in ihCofliexi of product ion fUiiCiion

Cireunislances und r such rcircss!i5 on priiducij tLJricijoii are juiiticdarc eII and s,lI nut he dealt nh hcrc
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Krnenta approximation4 which has been widely used, fOr example byGrilicheS and Ringstad (197 I
One linal pOint 1IhOlJt equation (7) is that it is of' the same l'orm as thetranscendental' production function proposed h I vell (1968). 1 kneeLiwell'S VES lunction may he viewed as an approximation to the Sato-Hoilnu'n/ Revankar form.

3. DlscR:'.IlNs1to\ Btiwll CIS AND VES FuNctioNs
Since the linear approximations to the ('ES and Sato_IIofliiniRevankar VES functions are non-nested, an appropriate statistical tech-nique for discriminating between them is either the Pesaran test or theclassical F test. These procedures may he described for the general case asfollows.
Suppose we have two possible regression models, which may bewritten iii conventional matrix terms as

Ii :t' = .%L? + 0, F1 ' V (0. a I).

11:t = Z-y ± u2. u

where X and Z are assumed to be fixed in repeated samples and are notnested within each other, i.e. all columns of X cannot he obtained fromthose of Z and vice versa. The problem is to obtain U test on the specific
(ion of H which has high power against alternatives belonging to H.

The classical procedure consists in forming a comprehensive model
which includes both H and 112 as special cases, I he hypothesis H1 is then
rejected if the variables which appear in the comprehensive model hut not
in H are jointly significant according to the F test.

An alternative test procedure has been developed by Pesaran (1974).
Let & and & be the estimated variances from H and H, respectively:
let b denote the OLS estimator of d and let e, he the vector of OLS re-
siduals in the regression of .Vh on Z: let e121 he the vector of OLS residuals
in the regression of c, on .1' and finally let = + _I e1 e, , where n
is the sample size. Then defining 'I' = (n/2) log (/) and J = (&/
& )e2 it can he shown that the statistic

V, = I, / v:'2.
iS asymptotically V(0, I ) when I1 is true. A significant negative value of
A' implies a rejection of iI in l'avour ol 112.

4Despite the dithrerit lorms ol (3) and (7) SOfl1C COfl2psJtaii0n h the auihor sPioi thi
the Knienta i test mar still have a huh piohahj)it ol reiceting the (_i,hh-Dougiis specilica-
ton shen the true model is \'FS. Conversely the I test in (7) may hase a high puer when
the true mode) is CIS See liarvc I')76).
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The above procedure can be applied to the problem of
discrim,natiii

between ('i-S and VES functional forms h' usino the Ta br s4.rj
proxtnlatlons, (3) and (7). The comprehensive model is stnipl

= + (2 log L1 1- e log k, -- 4(Iog k1)2

+ (Ick, -4- U,,j 1.11,
and the F test reduces to a I test, irrespective ol whether the ('ES or
yES form is taken as the null hypothesis. Thus the ('ES 101111 iS rejectJ
if £, the OLS estimate of a, is significantly different from zero, while
VES is rejected if4 is significant.

Two N statistics are calculated; one La king C' ES as the 11 till hypothç5
and the other taking VES as tile null hypothesis. As with the F test there
are four possible outcomes to the procedure: both specifications

may be
rejected, neither may he rejected or one may he rejected while the other
is not.

4. Lsirimc..si. RFSL-ITS

The relative performances of the two tests described in the previous
section '.vere evaluated for a particular data set. The data, obtained from
Pyatt and Stone (1964) consisted of observations on capital and labour for
22 British industries in the year 1960. and although it is perhaps of limited
value to fit production functions across industries, it was felt that these
figures provided a reasonably good rellection of' the kind of data sets fre-
quently encountered in production function studies. 'File same data sere,
in fact, used by Muon (1974) in his study except that he took 24 indus-
tries. However, we preferred to omit two industries ('Coke Ovens' and
'Mineral, Oil and Refining') since these both had very high capital/labour
ratios compared with the other industries and it was felt that the 22 ob-
servation set, having a higher degree of multieoliincarjt was probably
more 'typical'.

CES and YES functions of the f'orm (2) and (6), respectively, were
considered vith additive disturbance terms, independently and norniabl
distributed with mean zero and constant variance. a2. Suitable values ofa2 were chosen as follows, Denoting the ii x I vector of expected values
of the dependent variable, in deviation from the mean t'orm, by v. we
may define the quantity

i 2 -I* = - a (ii v.y +
Although R is not the expectation of R2 it may still he regarded as anindication of an "average" value of R2 since, provided a ''F'4- Nbounded as a -- , it may be shown that plim R2 = R; see Koerts and
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PROiI.-\IitiiIils lilA] ('(>%tPRtiIisivt (I) A'ci) PtS,\P.A\ (Ni Ti-si',('IS ANt) \'f'.S Vtii'5 RI F MOi)i-t is YES(p 0.27, i' II), R (1.99)

1)67 0.50 200
t'rob. ut
rejecting F .086 .34I 927('ES N 203 99)

Prob. of
rcJectmg I- .05(1 055 03VFS N J03 .058 tjj

Abrahamse (1969, p. 135 6). The value of R was (hell set equal to 0.99,
and the appropriate value of 2

was obtained by solving (II). Suitablevalues of the parameters (required for calculating v ) were obtained from
a regression On the original data, hut II] all Cases COflstant returns to scale
were assumed. ie. z' = 1.

Table I presents results for the N and F tests when the true model is
CES, while Table 2 gives the corresponding results f'or a VES model. Al-
though there are four outcomes to the test procedure, only the prob-
abilities of rejecting each of the two models are given. Very little is lost
b doing this (ci'. the presentation in Pesaran, 1974), since the prob-
abilities of rejecting both models are very small in all cases: on the other
hand a certain amount is gained in clarity of presentation.

The I- test probabilities crc computed exactly b [lie niethod of
Inihof as set out in [lie Appendix. l'he N test probabilities5 were esti-

5A one-sided test ss'as i umed this is in contrast to Pesaran (1974), n ho in his empiri.
cal results used a tso-y,ided N test 'iii order to make the iso tests comparable -, the ía-
tionalc behind this Is somes hat unclear
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= (1.27 1.0. R2 0.99)

0 83 0.6] (150 2.0))
Prub. of
rejecting I.

vI:S N
.092
.245

316
.61()

665
890

175

.428
Prob. of
rejecting 1.

C1:S N
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ma ted by Monte Carlo methods. Four h uiidrcd I ndepeiident rcplicat1
were used in each case. 1 hus thc 95' confidence interval kr an esfj.
mated probability of 0.50 is approximatel 0.50 0.05, while br a
probability ol 0.! 0 it is 0.10 U 0.03.

The icsults in the Tables are given for tour difFerent values of tI
elasticity of substitution, . In the V FS cse f, depends on k as

(12) = I + (I p)'(p - l)k.
However, by setting k equal to the average value over all observations
and treating op as a fixed parameter (equal to 1 - 6 in the CES function)
an average elasticity of substitution, , was defined together with a cor-
responding value of p.

The results in both tables indicate that when = 0.67 or 0.50, the N
test is clearly superior to the F test in that it gives a much higher prob-ability of rejecting the incorrect model while having a probability of
rejecting the true model which is not significantly larger (and for
0.50 it appears to he smaller) that that of the F test. However as in-
creases the greater power' of the N test is onl achieved at the expenseof a high probability of' reiecting the true model. Nevertheless its per-
formance is still better il'the criterion adopted is the proportion of correct
decisions, i.e. incorrect model rejected and true model accepted. .As pre-viously indicated this proportion is, in all cases, only marginally below
the estimated probability of rejecting the incorrect model.

Overall the results indicate that statistical discrimination between theCES and Sato-Hofl'man/Revtnkar yES functions is possible. However
the tests are unlikely to he effective unless the variance of the disturbancehas a relatively small value. The figures presented were obtained withR = 0.99 and corresponding calculations for R = 0.95 gave con-
siderably lower PoWers': see the results for the F test set out in Table 3.
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PRoIiAiillITil.s ru %1 COMIRin1siv1 (F) Tisis REJI UT CES AND \'ES\\UI\ (a) TRIl Mouii Is CES. (b) TRUE Momi Is VES
(R = 095)

Mode) or '5 0.)3 0.67 I) 50 2 00

Prob. of
(a)
Ib)

rejecting .050 .051 .052 .055(ES .057 .10-I 23 060

Prob. 0)
(a)
(h)

rejecting
yES

.oss .100 152 073

.050 .03 .060 .032
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The Sato-Flofiman/ Revankar VES productioii iliflct ion has a il) tarSCflCS expanSion which IS dtllererit to the K inenta

approxirl-utti1ri used k)rthe CES function. This essentiaiI involves addinp in , r,Jtjier thaii[log k j2, to the Cobb- Douglas equation. Statistical
discrimination1 hetwthe two fLIflCtiQnS on the basis of these linear

approxinsiatiis is possibleh, IiiCaI1S oi the lLsariLl test anti the COillpreher)\jvc I
test, both of i,%, hich

arc designed to deal with dnscrinijnatioi between 'flonnestcd'
hypotheses

The empirical results presented indicate that, although the Pesaran testrequires rather more computation than the I test, its perform.lnce is bet-ter in the sense that it gives a higher proportion of
correct decisions

Ln/I'ersitl of Kent at ('anierhurt'

Ai'pi Ni)i\

('aleulalion of tue Poiier v/the !"Tesi

Consider a model of the form

(A.l) = Xf + X,/?,, + u.

where X and X are ii x A and n x p matrices respectively 3 and / are
respectively A x I and p x I vectors of parameters, and ii is an n x I

vector of disturbance terms which are assumed to be normally and inde-
pendently distributed with mean zero and constant variance. In the classi-
cal 1' test the hypothesis that /3,, 0 is tested. When p = I this is simply
the conventional t test.

The test statistic, which follows an F-distribution with (p.
n - A - p) degrees of freedom under the null hypothesis, may he written

(A.2) w =
e'e (' + ,, +

ii - A - p

where e and CA,,, are the vectors of OLS residuals obtained from regres-
sing ton X and [XX,,] respectively.

Now suppose the true model is

(A.3) I' = X.j3, + / + r,

where , is an r x I parameter vector tnd X, is an ii x r (fixed) matrix,
with 0 < r < A. the columns of which an-c contained in X. Each element
in the a x 1 vector f is a (possibly nonlinear) function of a set of' fixed
observations, Some of which niav he observations in the corresponding
ro of X,.
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Now

e=AI= M(A',/1+/) 1t1(/1 AI,
where Al = / - .k(A i) 'A '. I)etinin AlA in a SiflhiIar mumer ha

) Thus (A.2) becomes
4 p IA p ' = AlA S

It/A n - k - pw =
:-'/'l/A P

and this is a quadratic form in independent normal variables
SIDCC

If q, is the appropriate Significance point for a (one-taile(J) F tewith a Type I error of si/c r and q - I + q,, p/(n - - i,) the po\erof(A2) when (A.3) is the true model is
(A.4)

I -- l'roh. f(i1! - qM , ) 0.
No let the ith characteristic root of (Al - qAi , ) he denoted hA, and let P be an orthogona' niatrix of corresponditig characteristic 'ee-tors. Denote Ihe ith element of I'f by T1, Expression (AA) ma thenbe rewritten

- Proh.f A,ti' < oJ.

where the w,'s are independent non-central Chi-square variates with onedegree of freedom and flOn-cefl[rjljt parameters T. This prohahjIitmay be evaluated by the method of lrnhof as described in Koerts andAbrahamse (1969, p. 81 2, 155- 60). From the point of view of comptltation it is important to note that n - k - p of the characteristic roots. reequal to (I - q), k are zero and the remaining p take a value of unit:c.f. a similar result in Koerts and Ahrahtnise (1969, p. 141 3)
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